where 20 is the 9900th largest value of the statistic. Thresholds were estimated for false alarm probabilities PF = k = 2. 3. 4. 5. 6 for each repetition of the experiment. Histograms of these threshold values are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, for PF = lo-' and Pi-= l o p 4 . Since the underlying distribution of L ( . ) is unknown, one measure of the accuracy of the estimate is the extent to which most of the estimates fall in one bin of the histogram. Also, we can see that there is no overlap between the estimated threshold values in the histograms for the two different PF's. This supports the claim that the estimated threshold is likely to yield a false alarm probability which is of the same order as the desired PF. A small overlap was noticed in the thresholds of the histograms for PF = and PF = IOp6. Also, there is much higher spread in the threshold This represents an extremely heavy-tailed distribution. The lognormal distribution, which is quite a heavy-tailed distribution, was found to have 7 = 0.232. The heavy-tailed nature of the detector statistic can also be observed by comparing the large threshold values seen in the histograms with the corresponding thresholds of the Gaussian and the lognormal distributions. The variance of the GPD is x for -( 2 0.5. Thus the bivariate Laplace results in a highly fluctuating statistic with an extremely large variance. As such, it represents a "worst case" situation for empirically determining the threshold. By counting the number of estimates that fell into the bins between 10 and 16 for PF = lop4 it was found that 82% of the estimates fell into these bins. Thus even for this extremely large-tailed example, we believe that use of the GPD has allowed us to estimate useful values for the thresholds with sample sizes much smaller than 1 0 / P~.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this correspondence the ordered sample least squares estimator is proposed for estimation of the generalized Pareto distribution which is used to approximate the extreme tails of a probability density function. Application of the technique to known distributions reveals that excellent results can be had with sample sizes that are orders of magnitude smaller than those required for conventional Monte Carlo techniques. In particular, the thresholds required for very low false alarm probabilities were obtained with a reasonable accuracy for both known and unknown distribution cases as is shown in the tables and examples.
INTRODUCTION
In this correspondence we investigate convexity properties of error probability in optimum detection of digital signals. We consider binary-valued scalar signals transmitted over an arbitrary additive noise channel, and show that the error probability of the maximumlikelihood receiver is a convex function of the signal power for a broad class of noise distributions. We then explore the implications of convexity for the optimal time-sharing strategies for average-powerconstrained transmitters and jammers, and for optimal switching between multiple additive noise channels. values from the signal set {(YO, el}, and the additive noise N is statistically independent of the signal X. The noise is average-power constrained so that E(AJ2) 5 c 2 , and has an otherwise arbitrary probability density functinn p~ (.). We will assume equiprobable symbols. In Section IT, we will briefly address the impact of nonuniform input distribution on convexity.
The scalar channel model above may serve as an abstraction for a continuous-time system in which the received signal is processed by a linear filter and subsequently sampled once per symbol interval.
Thus the scalar model combines the modulator, the additive-noise channel, and the described front-end receiver. The receiver frontend is followed by a maximum-likelihood (ML) scalar receiver. The scalar noise I\i may capture the effects of noise, jamming, intersymbol interference, multiuser interference, etc. It must be noted that the continuous-time receiver will be suboptimal for non-Gaussian noise, i i S noise projections other than that captured by the filter are not utilized [I] . This scalar system model is used by Shamai and Verdd in [2] to obtain the least favorable noise distributions for error probability and channel capacity when the signal values are fixed at fl. In both (cases, the worst case distribution is found to be a mixture of discrete lattices. For any discrete noise distribution, the error probability can be taken to zero via time-sharing: the transmitter time-shares between appropriate signal values such that there is no ambiguity at the receiver about the transmitted symbol. Since we allow such timesharing, we will consider only continuous noise distributions in this 'correspondence. The first issue we address is whether the error probability of the ML receiver is a convex function of the average signal power S = (CL: + ~:)/2. This is motivated by the possibility of improving the error performance through time-sharing between two sets of signal power levels while satisfying an average power constraint. In Section I1 we show that the error probability e ( S ) is convex when the noise has a unimodal and differentiable density function. This holds not only for the ML receiver, but also for a large class of suboptimal receivers.
A similar question relates to the concavity of the error probability with respect to the average noise power g ' . This is motivated by the viewpoint o f a jammer who is interested in the possibility of increasing the error probability through time-sharing. In Section 111, we show that a critical value for the noise power determines the jammer's optimum strategy. Time-sharing aids the jammer if and only if its average power is below the critical value.
In Section IV we consider the problem of optimal channel switching. Here two additive noise channels are available, and either one can be used for a given symbol transmission. We obtain the optimum use of these channels under certain structural conditions. When the average transmitter power is between two critical values, the optimal solution uses both channels; otherwise, the better channel is used exclusively.
CONVEXITY IN SIGNAL POWER
The received signal under hypothesis i ( i = 0 , l ) is Y = cy, + LV.
Let P," be the error probability of the ML receiver under hypothesis i . Then result in a symbol error. In the case of an additive-noise channel with equiprobable symbols, the error probability can be written as Two well-known observations are immediate from (1). First, the ML error probability is not affected by the mean value of the noise, as the mean merely shifts the integrand along the real line. Second, the error probability depends on the signal levels (YO and (YI only through the Euclidean distance IQI -cw I. In the case where the error probability is a nonincreasing function of this distance,' the optimum placement of signals subject to an average power constraint ( a i + a f ) / 2 5 S results in antipodal signaling, i.e., N I = 6, n.0 = -6.
While the average power constraint concerns the second moment of the signal, the error probability is a function of its vari,ance
For a fixed mean signal value, the error probability of a binary signaling scheme is a convex function of its powler if and only if the same convexity holds for antipodal signaling. Thus we will consider antipodal signaling without loss of generality, and we denote by c ( S ) the error probability achieved by the ML receiver with power S .
The following definition will be used in the rest of this correspondence. Many common densiity functions belong to the classes just defined. The Gaussian density
Dejnition
is in 'Q9(rr/), as is a syimmetric exponential (Laplace) density p(.r) = ne -2a 11--711 1 . The (one-sided) exponential density is in D+(O).
Since the error probability is invariant under shifts of the noise density, we consider the class ' D, (0) without loss of generality. Let where f and g are nonnegative, nonincreasing functions which are differentiable on ( 0 , o~) .
The ML receiver for antipodal signaling with the noise in this class is a threshold detector; in general. the Later in this section vue provide a sufficient condition for this to hold.
where p y (g I i ) is the conditional probability density for the received signal under hypothesis i , and A, is the set of received points which threshold lies in [-6 , a] and its value depends on the tails of the density function. The optimal threshold t o is the root of the function
defined over [-a, 6 1 , whenever a root exists. Note that since h ( x ) is nonincreasing over (-6, a), multiple isolated roots
Conversely if h(r) is uniformly negative, then t o = -6.
The error probability is given by
(4)
The fact that e ( S ) is a nonincreasing function of S can be seen by considering the three possible cases. When t o E (-6, 6 ) , we have
On the other hand, when t o = *fi, one of the two terms in (4) vanishes and the other term is nonpositive.
and
The general convexity result can now be established.
Theorem 1: e ( S ) is a convex nonincreasing function for any noise density in D u .
Proof It suffices to consider a density function in D,(O) as given in (2) . Then
The first two terms on the right-hand side of ( 5 ) are nonnegative.
When It01 < a, using f ( t o + a ) = g ( l / S -t o ) , the last two terms can be combined as f ( t o + a ) / 4 S 3 " , which is also nonnegative.
When It01 = a, one of the last two terms vanish and the other is nonnegative. Therefore, e ( S ) is convex since it has a nonnegative second derivative.
0
The following corollary shows that convexity also extends to a class of suboptimal threshold detectors. may not yield a convex error probability for nonequiprobable symbols (unlike the maximum a posterori (MAP) receiver). The convexity of the MAP error probability can be seen by replicating the proof of Theorem 1 with the modification where 40 and 41 are the U priori symbol probabilities. An example of nonconvexity with the ML receiver occurs with f ( z ) = 1 / 8~-" /~, g(r) = 1/4ep"/2, and go > 112.
The convexity in Theorem 1 implies that an average power-limited transmitter cannot improve its error performance via time-sharing between different power levels. Such time-sharing would achieve a performance where 0 <: p , 5 1 is the fraction of the time power S, is used and S is the average power.
Convexity can also be used to obtain a universal lower bound to the error probability in problems where the received power is random, e.g., due to amplitude fading, through Jensen's inequality [3] .
Simple examples can be constructed to show that unimodality of the noise density is not a necessary condition for convexity.
For a symmetric noise density the error probability corresponds to that of a binary-symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability e( S ) , while for a one-sided noise density, the corresponding model is a Z-channel with crossover probability 2e(S). Corollary 2, which follows from (3), compares the performance of these channels.
Corollary 2: Let p ; ( z ) E D,(O) have error probability eBsc(S), and let p .~~( z ) = 2piv(z)u(z) E D+(O) have error probability e z ( S ) .
Then e z ( S ) = emc(4S), i.e., the BSC with noise fN' has a 6-dB performance disadvantage over the 2-channel with the same power S and with noise AT' = IN\.
CONVEXITY IN NOISE POWER
In the previous section, we considered the noise power o2 to be fixed and investigated the possibility of improving the error performance through time-sharing of signal power. In this section we consider the dual problem of time-sharing of noise power. Here the signal power will be fixed, and the perspective is that of a jammer who is interested in maximizing the error probability subject to an average power constraint. The noise density will belong to the symmetric, zero-mean class DD,(0) so that the sign detector is the optimum receiver regardless of the noise power used. The jammer is not allowed to switch arbitrarily among different densities in D,(O), but only to change the linear scaling of a random variable. That is, for a given symbol transmission the jammer uses power P via the noise variable -9-= @NO where
The jammer can time-share subject to the constraint where p z is the fraction of the time power , ! 3 t is used.
With antipodal signaling and constant transmitter power S , the received signal can be normalized as Y = &1 + N , and the average power constraint for the jammer becomes
The error probability as a function of normalized jammer power y is j ( 7 ) = e(7-l) where e(.) is as in Section 11. The following theorem shows that j ( 7 ) is neither convex nor concave. Since the noise has a finite variance, a " f ( a ) = 0. Then the function y2h(y) integrates to 0 over ( 0 ,~) .
Hence h(y) must change sign, and, by continuity, must have at least one positive root.
It follows from (7) that j(y) has at least one inflection point.
0
One can also show, with an argument similar to that used in the proof above, that the number of inflection points of j(y) is odd. For a complete characterization of optimal jamming strategy, as described by Theorem 3 below, we assume that the noise density is such that .j(-/) has a single inflection point. This holds true for a wide class of symmetric unimodal densities including Gaussian and Laplace densities.' Then .j(y) is convex over (0,?*) and concave over (*,*, m) where :/* is the unique inflection point.
The optimal time-sharing strategy of the jammer achieves are needed for optimal time-sharing. These observations are valid irrespective of the number of inflection points of j ( -( ) , and they can be used to construct the optimal time-sharing strategy when the assumption regarding the uniqueness of the inflection point does not hold. To obtain the relationship between the optimal jamming strategy and the jammer power, we need an auxiliary result, proved in the Appendix, about the existence of a tangent to j ( r ) passing through the origin.
Lemma 2: Let y* be the inflection point of j ( -f ) . There exists a unique point 7,-2 y* such that the tangent to j ( 7 ) at lies above j(-y) and passes through the origin.
For a given j ( . ) , ;tc can be found as the unique solution to the
21t is of' interest to note that the Cauchy density, which is not in D,(O), results in a concave j ( 7 ) .
Theorem 3:
The jammer's optimal strategy, when its average power y is below ;tc, is to switch between powers 0 and ?< witlh the fraction of on-power time T/-(~. For > -/<, the optimum strategy does not employ time-sharing.
Proof: The stated strategy achieves an error probability of Since j~ (.) has a nonpositive second derivative, it is concave.
According to Lemma I it suffices to show that j o (y) is the smallest concave function larger than j(y). This is clearly the case for 7 : > y<..
Suppose there is another concave function f ( 7 ) which is larger than j ( y ) and which satisfies j~(y~) > f(70) 2 j ( -(~) for some -io : ? yc.
Then for any 71, T Z , and 0 5 X 5 1 such that Ay1 + (1 -A)?, = 70
we have
Now let -(I = yc, ' y~ = 0 and X = :i0/yc. Then f ( : / o ) 2 U Theorem 3 states that the optimal strategy of the jammer is uniquely determined by 7.. A weak jammer should employ an on-off itimesharing with y . as its on-power, whereas a strong jammer should continuously operate a t its average power. j(-yC)yo/yc = ~' " ( 7 0 ) which is a contradiction.
A jammer employing an on-off strategy has a noise density where p o ( . ) is the density of the unit power noise and p i;s the fraction of the on-time. Interestingly, the optimal strategy of the transmitter does not change with jammer's time-sharing. As long as the transmitter does not know which symbols are affected by the jammer, its error probability is p r ( p S ) which cannot be improved by time-sharing of transmitter power. In game-theoretic terminology, the constant power transmitter and on-off time-sharing jammer is an equilibrium pair [SI.
The on-off jamming strategy above has received considerable attention in the spread specmm literature where the noise has Gaussian statistics [6] --[SI. The well-known pulsed jammer uses an on-off strategy to maximize the error probability. The special 'cases of the result in Theorem 3 with spread-spectrum signals and Gaussian noise can be found in [9] and [lo] , and use of error correction coding to improve the performance is considered in [SI and [ l l ] . When the channel capacity is the performance measure instead of the bit-error probability, analogous results have been obtained for the Gaussian jammer [12] . Hegde et al. [13] consider the time-sharing of the jammer power when the channel output is quantized. For recent results on the optimal jamming strategies with concatenated coding and parallel decoders the reader is referred to [14] .
I'V. CHANNEL SWITCHFNG
In this section we apply the convexity result of Section I1 to a system in which the transmittedreceiver pair is connected via multiple additive noise channels as depicted in Fig. 1 . The transmitter has a switch which controls the access to these channels. For a given symbol transmission any one of the channels can be used. It is assumed that the receiver knows which channel is currently in use, e.g., the switches at the transmitter and the receiver are synchronized.
The noise N , on channel i has a density pZ(z) which is in the channels is the same SO that the received signal-to-noise ratio does not depend on the ch;annel in use. The receiver is the optimal one for the corresponding channel.
We are interested in the channel switching strategy that minimizes the average error probability e ( S ) . The following lemma about the existence and uniqueness of a which may be nonconvex. It should be clear that the optimum strategy will achieve Lemma 4: There exists a unique pair (SI, S2) such that the The contact points SI and SZ of the common tangent can be found CO" On tangent for el (s) and ez (s) is proved in the Appendix. The following lemma, which is analogous to Lemma 1, specifies the
Lemma 3: e * ( S ) is the largest convex function that is smaller than e o ( S ) .
Optimum performance can be achieved by time-sharing between at most two channels and power levels [4] , and yields the convex hull of individual error probability functions. For a given set of {ez(S)}, the optimum strategy can be obtained using this observation.
In the remainder of this section we will consider the problem with two channels, as this case allows an explicit characterization of optimal channel use. We consider the case where e,(S) and e * ( S )
are strictly convex and intersect at one point S* . That is, we assume el(S) < ez(S) for S < S*, and e l ( S ) > e z ( S ) for S > S*. This structure of the optimal error performance.
and they determine the optimum switching strategy as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 4:
The optimum strategy with an average power S E [SI. S,] uses channel 1 at power SI and channel 2 at power S Z . The fraction of the time channel 1 is used is p l = (Sa -S ) / ( S z -SI). For S < S , (respectively, for S > S2), channel 1 (respectively, channel 2) is used exclusively at the average power.
Pro05 The stated strategy achieves
It is easy to check that e, is convex. According to Lemma 
This correspondence has obtained three properties on the convex behavior of the error probability in binary signaling with additive noise. The first result outrules the possibility of performance improvement through time-sharing when the transmitter is average-power constrained and the noise density is unimodal. The second result specifies the optimum strategy of an average-power-limited jammer, and reveals the existence of a critical power level. The third result specifies the optimum channel switching strategy in the presence of multiple additive noise channels. The generalization of these results to nonbinary and multidimensional signaling schemes would be of interest.
APPENDIX
Lemma 2: Let ;I* be the inflection point of j ( -f ) . There exists a nnique point yc 2 y* such that the tangent to j(,) at y . lies above j ( 7 ) and passes through the origin.
Proof: The tangent to j ( y ) at point z 2 0 is given by
The function h~( z ) is continuous with derivative /"'(T) = -zj"(x). Since j ( . ) has a single inflection point and a linite limit, j(y) is concave for y > y* and convex for y < y*. Thus the tangent at y* lies below j(r) for -1 < ;/* which implies I!!,(;/*) 5 j ( 0 ) = 0. On the other hand, h ( m ) = 1/2. We have a continuous nondecreasing function h ( z ) over (;/*, ea) with a negative initial value and a positive limit. Therefore, h ( z ) must have a unique root at some point yc in that interval.
Since j(y) is concave over (y*; a), the tangent at yc lies above j(r) for 7 > -I*. Consider two line segments, one connecting the origin to the point (y*,j(y*)) and the other segment connecting the lorigin to the point (-/c,j(yc)). The first line segment lies above j(y) for y < y*, and has slope j(;t*)/;/*, while the second line segment has slope j(;tC)/yc. Since the second line segment is above the first. Hence the tangent line is ,above j ( 7 ) for y < ; )* as well.
[n that case, &,,, and S , , , are defined as those closest to S* . 
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